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INTRODUCTION

A Fortune Magazine survey^ on management decision-making revealed 

that most corporate presidents do not know how they make decisions nor 

do they follow any formal decision rules or procedures. Many of the 

managers replied to the questionnaire with such comments as: "I don't 

think businessmen know how to make decisions. I know I don't.", "There 

are no rules.", "You don't know how you do it; you just do it.", "If a 

vice president asks me how I was able to choose the right course I have 

to say, 'I'm damned if I know."', "Whenever I think, I make a mistake."1 2 

Such remarks on the, "how-to" of decision making are not surprising because 

most of the emphasis has been placed on the results of decisions rather 

than on the methods used.

Formal decision analysis theory did not emerge until World War II 

when operations research and other mathematical tools were used to solve 

the logistical and combat problems of the military. After the war, the 

management scientists applied their knowledge to the managerial and in

vestment problems of big enterprise. One of the tools successfully ap

plied to the business world was the decision tree. The typical tree 

diagram was able to identify key elements and their relationships more 

clearly than any other available operations research tool.

1 John McDonald, "How Businessmen Make Decisions," Fortune Magazine, 
August, 1955, pp. 84-87, 131-133.

2Ibid., p. 85.
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This paper explores decision tree analysis theory and application 

for problem solving. Chapter one deals with the underlying theory of 

decision tree analysis by examining its evolvement from other problem 

solving methods. The next chapter focuses on the characteristics of 

the decision tree by discussing the advantages and concepts of the tree 

diagram. In chapter three, magazine articles are used to illustrate 

the current applications of the tree to business problems. In the 

final section, chapter four, a model demonstrates how a computer can 

be used in evaluating decision trees.



Chapter 1

DECISION TREE THEORY

Decisions are becoming more difficult to make because of the rapid 

changes affecting the business world. Strikes, fuel shortages, govern

mental regulations, and increasing competition have greatly increased 

the complexity of decision making. If the manager is to fully exploit 

the potential of the decision tree to solve these problems, he must have 

an understanding of its underlying logic and theory.

The decision tree did not transpire by accident, but instead evolved 

from other decision methods which were no longer capable of handling the 

complicated decisions facing the manager. The decision tree probably 

developed from the narrative^ and the payoff tab!e.4

Narrative

The oldest form of decision analysis is the narrative method. Ever 

since earliest man could record his thoughts on stone, he has used the 

story form to describe problems and analyze their outcomes. But the use 

of narratives to solve problems in today's perplexed business world can 

be difficult as shown in the following problem. A client asks an Omaha * 4

^M. L. Hughes, R. M. Shank, E. S . Stein, Decision Tables (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1968), pp. 6-11.

4S . L. Pollack, H. T. Hicks, Jr., W. J. Harrison, Decision Tables 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1971), pp. 13-24.

D̂. J. Schmidt and T. F. Kavanagh, "The Use of Decision Tables, " ed. 
by Herman McDaniel (New York: Brandon/Systems, Inc., 1970), pp. 1-19.
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real estate salesman to sell three lots, one in Bellevue, Nebraska, one 

in West Omaha, and one near downtown Omaha. The seller agrees to pay the 

salesman a seven percent commission for each property sold. However, 

there are three conditions which must be met: (1) the realtor must sell 

the Bellevue lot first and if it is not sold within twenty-one days, the 

whole deal is off; (2) if the Bellevue property is sold, the salesman can 

stop or he can try to sell either of the two remaining lots within sixty 

days; (3) if he does not sell the second property he has selected, he 

will not have the opportunity to sell the third parcel of land; (4) when 

the first two properties are sold, he can sell the third. The realtor 

estimates that there is a seventy percent chance of selling the Bellevue 

location for $25,000. After deducting $800 for advertising and other 

expenses, he will realize a profit of $1,750. There is a sixty percent 

chance of selling the West Omaha acreage for $50,000 netting the realtor 

an income of $3,050 (after expenses of $450). The downtown property can 

gross $5,000 but expenses will total $900. He estimates that there is 

a fifty-fifty chance of selling it for $1,000,000.

There are several decisions to be made. First, should the realtor 

accept the deal at all? He will incur selling expenses in each case 

whether or not he makes a sale. If he succeeds in selling the Bellevue 

property, he must decide whether to sell one of the two other properties 

or to stop at that point. If he decides to sell one of the two remaining 

properties, which one should it be? Finally, if he sells two properties, 

should he attempt to sell the third?

In this format, the data is confusing and disorganized making it 

virtually impossible to answer these questions. Instead of wasting time 

trying to wrestle with the statements, a payoff table can be used to keep 

track of the information.
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Payoff Table

A payoff table is a method of concisely arranging facts in a mean

ingful way for ease of readability and comprehension. Placing the above 

narrative into a payoff table, as shown in table 1, simplifies the im

portant details of the problem. By eliminating all of the confusing 

verbage, the manager can focus on his problem and devote more time to 

decision making. However, there are two major drawbacks of payoff 

tables. First, if a decision has several possible outcomes, the prob

ability of occurrence for each choice becomes important. The payoff 

table cannot compare the risk of each alternative under consideration. 

Second, tables cannot handle multiple decisions in succession, that is, 

decisions which lead to other decisions and subsequent decisions. The 

chaining of decisions would require the use of several tables which 

would not be practical. And as the narrative shows, the real estate 

problem has both probabilities and chain decisions. What is needed, 

then, is a management tool which cannot only simplify the data, but 

also consider the effects of risk and successive decisions.

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF THREE OMAHA AREA PROPERTIES

Property Price
Sel1ing 
Costs

Income 
(If Sold)

Net
Profit

Probabil ity 
of Sale

Bel 1evue 25,000 800 2,550 1 ,750 .70

West Omaha 50,000 450 3,500 3,050 .60

Downtown 1 ,000,000 900 5,000 4,100 .50
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Decision Trees

The decision tree is ideally suited to handle complex problems 

involving various alternatives that occur in different time periods.

The entire problem can be diagrammed in a neat, concise manner as shown 

in figure 1. Each branch of tree represents one alternative, which in 

turn can lead to other choices and decisions. When monetary rewards 

and probabilities are assigned, the forks of the tree can be evaluated 

indicating the best route to follow. It is noteworthy that the decision 

tree not only graphically displayed the problem by showing the various 

routes which could have been pursued, but it also provides a method 

for evaluating these alternatives. It is the only management tool 

which can display objectives, alternatives, and risks in an easily 

readable form which can be expanded as more alternatives become avail

able.
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LEGEND:

Fig. 1.--Land Sales Decision Tree



Chapter 2

DECISION TREE CHARACTERISTICS

As its name implies, the decision tree is a drawing of a diagram 

of branches extending from a base usually drawn horizontally for ease 

of readability and comprehension. Each fork of the tree represents an 

optional course of action, which in turn can lead to other branches or 

alternative decisions. Thus by constructing a tree, a logically ordered 

description of a problem can be developed. John F. Magee, recognizing 

the decision tree's usefulness to management, has stated:

The decision tre’e can clarify for management, as no other
analytical tool that I know of, the choices, risks, objec
tives and investment needs involved in an investment problem.^

If the manager is to utilize the decision diagram's full potential, 

he must understand the advantages and the concepts of decision tree 

analysis.

Advantages

The greatest advantage of the decision tree is that it} graphically 

displays the problem under investigation. By constructing a tree, manage

ment can summarize all of the alternatives, probabilities, risks, and 

objectives into one simple tree display. When the diagram is divided 

into time stages, the manager can follow the progress of his investment 

decisions on a day-to-day basis. For example, figure 2 shows a simple

^John F. Magee, "Decision Trees for Decision-Making", Harvard 
Business Review, July-August, 1964, p. 127.
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Fig. 2.— Typical Tree Diagram
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tree diagram for a plan of improving productivity over the next ten years. 

In the first time period, the manager can select Plan A or Plan B. During 

these three years he can follow the sales trends and make preliminary eval

uations on the three branches in the second time frame. When the manager 

reaches the second stage, he can select one of these branches which he 

feels is the most profitable. Then, following this route in years four 

through seven, he can evaluate the alternatives in the final time period 

making revisions wherever necessary. This up-to-date feedback on the 

relative success or failure of the choices selected gives the manager 

a better insight into the impact of today's decisions on future alterna

tives .

One unique feature of the decision diagram is that it permits the 

manager to consider the differences in the value of money received at 

different times. The manager must be able to calculate the time value 

of money because money received tomorrow is worth less than money re

ceived today. Decision tree analysis can evaluate the present value 

of expected future profits, thereby putting all of the alternatives on 

a comparable basis. In this way, it will be easier to evaluate the 

different courses of action generating income in different time periods.

The construction of a tree can have useful side-effects because 

it is necessary to precisely define the problem and develop all of the 

important alternatives, risks, and payoffs associated with each branch.

The manager must reduce his hunches and guesses to realistic levels thus 

increasing the accuracy in problem evaluation. Of course, the research 

necessary to determine these factors can be difficult and time consuming, 

but once this is done the full advantage of the decision tree can be 

realized.
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Decision Tree Attributes

If the manager is to understand the decision tree and use it effect

ively in decision making, he must have a clear understanding of the con

cepts of decision trees. All of the important characteristics will be 

defined in conjunction with tree diagram in figure 2.

Decision node. Decision nodes indicate that a choice exists between 

different alternatives under consideration. In figure 2 the decision 

nodes (numbers 1, 4-8) are represented by squares. Since there are no 

probabilities involved, the decision to select a plan is made after the 

manager determines the monetary reward of each branch.

Chance event. The chance events are located at the end of branches 

or alternatives shown as circles (numbers 2, 3, 9-14) in exhibit 2. Each 

chance event produces two or more outcomes (chance branches) based on a 

probability of occurrence. The sum of the probabilities of chance branches 

from the same chance event must total to one (since one of the alternatives 

has to occur).

Expected value. This is the monetary gain (or loss) which occurs 

at the chance events. It is found by multiplying the probability for 

each branch by its respective payoff. The sum of these values is the 

expected payoff for the alternative under consideration.

Discounted cash flow. This concept is widely used in finance but 

it is equally important in decision tree analysis. Money has a different 

value depending on when it is received because a dollar received today 

is worth more than a dollar obtained in the future. In a decision tree 

it is possible to discount future payoffs in order to determine their
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present net worth. This gives the manager an accurate measure of a future 

payoff in today's money value -- when the decision is being made.

Roll back. The concept of roll back refers to the idea of calcula

ting the value of the furthest decision node first in order to "roll back" 

to the present decision to compare the gain of alternative branches. For 

example, in figure 2 the fourth decision is evaluated first so that it 

can be added to the value of decision #1 in order to compare its reward 

with the value of other decisions under consideration.

When the manager learns these concepts of decision tree analysis, 

his task of applying it to decision making will be simplified and by 

utilizying the advantages of decision tree analysis, better decision 

making can result.



Chapter 3

DECISION TREES IN PERIODIC LITERATURE

In the last ten years several articles on decision trees have appeared 

in scientific and business magazines. These articles have applied the 

decision tree to numerous problems facing management such as investment 

opportunities, internal control, and stock market performance. An exam

ination of some of these articles should give a clearer understanding of 

the potential application of the decision tree to the business world.

Decision Trees and the Second Law

The article, "Decision Trees and the Second Law,"^ discusses the role 

of decision trees in aiding management for better internal control. The 

"Second Law" states that there is a tendency for ordered things to go into 

disorder if left unto themselves.^ it is the author's contention that in 

order to offset this disorder principle and to achieve effective decision 

making, a greater understanding of decision tree analysis is necessary.

For example, the tree diagram can be applied to inventory problems in 

order to achieve a greater control over the stock level, thus preventing 

stockouts or excessive accumulation of goods and materials. Figure 3 

illustrates a decision tree for a simple inventory control problem con

sisting of three products and a three day time span. Since the history 

of sales is known, a probability of sales can be constructed as shown in

^F. S. Drechsler, "Decision Trees and the Second Law," Operations 
Research Quarterly, April, 1968, pp.409 - 419.

^Ibid., p. 409.
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Inventory 
day 1

Inventory 
day 2

1
Inventory 
day 3

Fig. 3.--Inventory Decision Tree

Source: F. S. Drechsler, "Decision Trees and the Second Law," Operations 
Research Quarterly, April 1968, p. 414.
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table 2. By using the tree diagram and sales estimate figures, the level 

of inventory can be computed on a daily basis so that an estimation of 

the next day's sales can be made. This provides the manager with up to 

date information enabling him to take the necessary steps to insure that 

the correct amount of inventory is available to meet customer needs.

In addition to inventory analysis, the decision diagram can be used 

to analyze large-scale systems. Figure 4 shows a large-system decision 

tree broken down into subsystems with lines drawn between the processes 

to show their relationship in the network. When a large system is construc

ted in this manner, it is possible to analyze it by employing the Second 

Law concept. In this way, specific areas in which the degree of order is 

low can be pinpointed so that corrective action can be taken.

In both examples the value of the decision tree can be readily seen.

The manager can follow the day-to-day operations of his business by tracing 

the branches which have been selected. The problem, when broken down into 

segments, can be more easily understood and controlled.

Decision Trees in Industrial Research

"Decision Tree Analysis for Industrial Research"9 examines the use 

of decision trees in order to predict a chain of events that occur between 

the beginning and the completion of a project. Since the decision tree 

can be revised as the plan progresses, it can also act as a control tool.

The example in this article describes how a chemical company analyzed 

a proposal designed to produce a new chemical. After an estimation of 

projected sales patterns, equipment costs, and estimated markets, the

g
R. A. FI inn and E. Turban, "Decision Tree Analysis for Industrial 

Research," Research Management, January, 1970, pp. 27-34.



TABLE 2

Estimated Sales 
Per Day

No Sale

Sell 1 Unit

Sell 2 Units

Sell 3 Units

Source: Ibid.,

PROBABILITY OF SALES

Probability That Sale 
Will Be Made

0.4

0.3

0.2
0.1

p. 414.

Fig. 4. —  Large-scale system decision tree

Source: Ibid., p. 416.
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company decided to construct a decision diagram to aid in the solution 

of the problem. Prior to constructing the tree, management had to solve 

three problems: setting up the sequence of events which would occur, 

estimating the chance of success at each stage, and forecasting revenue 

for each alternative. Once this data was collected, management was able 

to draw the tree as shown in figure 5.

This diagram, complete with probability and income data, gives the 

manager a neat, concise presentation of the problem. The figure identi

fies the more costly and critical areas so that estimates can be revised 

and proper action taken resulting in better control over operations. 

Continued success at each stage raises the probability of success for 

the entire project and as the plan proceeds a periodic re-evaluation can 

take place.
1

MIS for Managers

Not all decision trees are used for analyzing monetary investments.

In his article, "Designing MIS for Managers,"10 Frederick W. Shipman 

applies the decision tree to servicing the information needs of a manager. 

Shipman indicates that in order to understand the decision-making process, 

the manager must have an information system which can define the problem 

areas and point out courses of action. Management tools such as flow

charts and PERT networks are impractical because they can become complex 

and cluttered when an attempt is made to cover all possible alternatives. 

The decision tree is ideally suited for management decision making because 

the branches can define the various choices under consideration with

10Frederick W. Shipman, "Designing MIS for Managers," Journal of Systems 
Management, July, 1969, pp. 8-17.
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DEMAND

Fig. 5. -- Chemical Research Decision Tree

Source: R. A. Flinn and E. Turban, "Decision Tree Analysis For Industrial 
Research," Research Management, January, 1970, p. 30.
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greater ease and clarity.

Shipman discusses the development of a decision tree used by the 

federal government in investigating consumer complaints. After analyzing 

the problem, it is broken down into six critical stages with a key occur

rence in each stage. A decision tree (figure 6) is constructed represent

ing the six steps in the reporting process. As the diagram shows, the 

entire scope of the problem is depicted in one concentrated information 

display and the status of each case under investigation can be represented 

by a simple "yes" or "no" answer in the appropriate column. The decision 

tree information system produces a useful framework for planning and 

tracking activities on a daily basis. Reporting to top management is 

easier because it is necessary to identify the status of only six specific 

stages of critical importance.

Decision Analysis in Investment Research

"The Application of New Decision Analysis Techniques to Investment 

Research"^ is the first article to apply decision tree analysis to the 

stock market. Instead of relying strictly on historical information, 

the decision diagram permits the manager to focus his attention on the 

expectations of the future. Predicting stock performance requires two 

basic prerequisites: first, all of the practical outcomes must be con

sidered, and second, the uncertainties of the future must be quantified 

through the assignment of probabilities. These two requirements can be 

met by using a decision tree as shown in figure 7.

J.H. Buff, G.G. Biggar, and J.G. Burkhead, "The Application of Decision 
Analysis Techniques to Investment Research," Financial Analysts Journal, 
November - December, 1968, pp. 123-128.
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Fig. 6 -- Complaint Investigation Decision Tree

Source: F. W. Shipman, "Designing MIS for Managers," Journal' of Systems 
Management, July, 1969, p. 13.
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Dow-Jones Industrial Average Any Company

EPS EPSR

$

LEGEND:

EPS: Earnings per share

EPSR: Estimated earnings 
per share range

P/E: Assumed price to 
earnings ratio

P: Probability of 
occurrence

Fig. 7.--Stock Performance Tree

Source: J.H. Buff, G.G. Biggar, and J.G. Burkhead, "The Application of Decision 
Analysis Techniques to Investment Research," Financial Analysts Journal, 
November - December, 1968, p. 126.
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This diagram brings together many important factors which must be 

considered when formulating an investment recommendation. In order to 

measure stock performance effectively, it is necessary to determine the 

stock market trend. This economic outlook can be expressed in earnings 

per share and price/earnings ratios for the Dow-Jones Industrial Average. 

This would be charted in the first part of the tree diagram. For a 

company under consideration, the analyst must develop a full range of 

possible earnings per share and price earnings ratios and then assign 

probabilities of occurrence to each of them, as would be done in the 

second half of the tree.

This type of investment analysis takes much more time and effort 

than the conventional approaches to stock appraisal, but substantial 

benefits can result. Surely no other management tool can lay out the 

various alternatives as neatly or concisely as the decision tree, and 

dividing the complex investment uncertainties into manageable parts 

will result in better investment decisions.

Decision Trees in Capital Investment

Choices between investment alternatives are probably the most im

portant decisions facing management. The use of decision trees in solving 

capital investment problems is evaluated by John F. Magee in "How to Use 

Decision Trees in Capital Investment." Through a case example of the 

Prism Paint Company, he discusses the practical application of the tree 

diagram to the expansion problems facing the Prism Management. The company 

must decide whether to modernize the home plant and expand in other states 12

12John F. Magee, "How to Use Decision Trees in Capital Investment," 
Harvard Business Review, September-October, 1964, pp. 79-96.



(Plan A), close the plant and expand in other regions (Plan B), or stay 

local, that is, modernize and expand the present plant (Plan C). Since 

the new plant is expected to last ten years, demand must be estimated for 

that period. Forecasting demand is an important part of the analysis 

because Plan A would be the least expensive if demand is less than ten 

million dollars a year, Plan B would cost less when demand is between 

ten million and fourteen million dollars a year, and Plan C would be the 

most economical when demand is greather than fourteen million dollars.

By dividing the ten year time frame into stages, greater flexibility can 

be used in meeting fluctuating demand because one plan can be changed 

to another plan in order to meet consumer requirements. For instance, 

if Plan A is initially chosen, the management of Prism Paints can convert 

to either Plan B or Plan C in the intermediate or later stages. Only if 

management selects Program B must they live with the decision for the 

entire ten years because it would be impractical to convert to either A 

or C. By having the problem laid out in diagram form, management can see 

which of the various plans that can be adopted in the three stages to meet 

changing demand. From a preliminary drawing, a detailed sketch (figure 8) 

of the interaction between A, B, and C can be constructed depicting the 

decision points and chance events in each stage.

Decision Trees for Decision Making

One of the first articles on decision trees appeared in the July-

August 1964 issue of the Harvard Business Review. In his article,
13"Decision Trees for Decision Making," John F. Magee introduces the 13

13John F. Magee, "Decision Trees for Decision Making", Harvard Business 
Review, July - August, 1964, pp. 126-138.
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STAQE 1 STAGE 2 • STAGE 3
YEARS 1-3 YEARS 4-7 YEARS 8-10

SOURCE: John F. Magee, "How to Use Decision Trees in Capital Investment, 
Harvard Business Review, September-October, 1964, p.85.
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decision tree concept by analyzing a problem of the Stygian Chemical 

Company. The company must decide between two choices of plant expansion.

By building a small plant initially, Stygian can expand operations in two 

years if consumer demand increases. However, if the market increases 

dramatically, the company will not be able to maximize economics of scale 

because an add-on to a smaller plant would not be as efficient as a larger 

factory. The other alternative, building a large plant initially, will 

result in greater profits because of lower operating costs, assuming 

market demand is high. However, if the higher level of sales does not 

materialize, a large factory would be inefficient because of large amounts 

of un-needed plant capacity and higher fixed costs.

Figure 9 illustrates the decision tree for the Stygian problem showing 

the two decisions facing management. The only decision facing management 

now— Decision #1-- is the choice between building a large or small plant.

At decision #2, two years from now, Stygian can expand the factory if the 

demand is high.

The next step in the analysis is to compare the various alternatives 

under consideration. It is necessary to start at the furthest decision 

and roll back to decision #1. In this way, a monetary value can be placed 

on decision #2 (even though it may never be reached) in order to compare 

at decision #1 the value of taking the upper branch (construct large plant) 

with the value of the lower branch (build small factory). The value of 

decision #2 is calculated in table 3. The expansion route figure of 2.7 

million dollars represents the potential value to Stygian if it gets into 

the position to make the second decision. The solution to the problem is 

calculated in table 4 which shows that the small plant route costs 1.2 

million dollars less than the large plant branch. Therefore, the altern-
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DEMAND YIELD

HIGH $1M/YR., 10 YRS

FIG. 9.--STYGIAN COMPANY DECISION TREE

SOURCE: John F. Magee, "Decision Trees for Decision Making", Harvard 
Business Review, July - August, 1964, p. 131.



TABLE 3

VALUE OF DECISION #2

YIELD VALUE
CHOICE DEMAND PROB. (000's) (000's)

Expansion High Average .86 $5,600 $4,816

Low Average .14 400 56
Total 4,872
Less Investment 2,200
Net $2,672

No Expansion Low Average .86 $2,400 $2,064

High Average .14 3,200 448
Total 2,512
Less Investment 0
Net $2,512

Source: John F. Magee, "Decision Trees for Decision Making,"
Harvard Business Review, July - August, 1964 , p. 133.

TABLE 4

VALUE OF DECISION #1

YIELD VALUE
CHOICE DEMAND PROB. (000's) (000's)

Big Plant High Average .6 $10,000 $6,000

High Initial,
Low Subsequent .1 2,800 280

Low Average .3 1 ,000 300
Total 6,580
Less Investment 3,000
Net $3,580

Small Plant High Initial .7 $ 3,600 $2,520

Low Initial .3 4,000 1 ,200
Total 3,720
Less Investment 1,300
Net $2,420

Source: Ibid. , p. 133.
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ative which maximizes the cash flow at decision #1 is to construct the 

big plant initially.

Of course, no management tool is a panacea for decision making. But 

as this example has shown, the decision tree is well suited for analyzing 

decisions which contain present choices, future alternatives, and uncer

tain events. The tree diagram concisely shows the total problem with 

greater ease and clarity which, hopefully, can lead to better decision 

making.

Growing a Decision Tree

In "How To Grow a Decision Tree,"^ Edward A. McCreary discusses the 

psychological implications of decision tree analysis upon management. The 

author says that decision tree theory may be hard to get across to the 

older supervisors because of their difficulty in comprehending the concepts 

of the decision diagram. Decision modes, chance events, probabilities, 

expected value, and roll back can cause discomfort in a manager who has 

never been exposed to this management tool. The author contends that the 

majority of the opposition to the use of the tree diagram comes from bus

inessmen who are technically oriented (mathematicians and engineers), 

rather than from sales or general managers.

McCreary uses a case study to illustrate the opposition which can 

arise from decision tree usage. The Pythagoras Parts Company of New York 

was analyzing a proposal to invest $1,000,000 in a new product line, which 

if successful, would increase sales by $4,000,000. If the project were 

unsuccessful the entire $1,000,000 would be lost. The company estimated 

that there is a seventy percent chance for attaining higher sales and a

^Edward A. McCreary, "How to Grow a Decision Tree," Think, March-April, 
1967, pp. 13-18.
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thirty percent chance for failure as shown in figure 10. Company analysts 

computed the expected value of each branch and determined a composite 

value of 2.5 million dollars (table 5) as the payoff which would be realized 

if the investment were undertaken.

Many of the company executives challenged these conclusions. To them, 

the chances of success were not seventy percent, nor was there a composite 

value of 2.5 million dollars. The managers pointed out that since this 

plan, if adopted, would occur only once, it would either succeed and bring 

in $4,000,000 or the plan will fail resulting in a $1 ,000,000 loss.

While company officials were arguing about the merits of the decision 

tree, another company offered to finance the development of the project.

In exchange for funding the investment, the new firm would receive exclu

sive rights for the use of the product. By selling the investment, 

Pythagoras would be changing a gamble into a sure thing because the other 

company would take over the risk. There now was an in-between value, not 

strictly a succeed (+$4,000,000) or failure (-$1 ,000,000) proposition.

What price should Pythagorus charge in order to give up the 70-30 gamble 

of earning four million dollars? The 2.5 million dollar composite value, 

once denounced as irrelevant, now became very real because it was for this 

amount that Pythagorus decided to sell the new process. The managers now 

saw the $2.5 million dollars as the value of being in the position to take 

the gamble of investing one million dollars.

Once the manager grasps this concept of expected value, he must keep 

the decision tree from getting too large and unwieldly. For example, in 

sales forecasting there is usually a whole range of possible sales fluctu

ations that can occur because of the effects of competition, governmental 

policies, and general economic conditions. If common sense is not used



ACTION: EVENT:
Invest in new process High v. low sales

PAYOUT
Net cash flow

(+) $4 Million

(-) $1 Million

Fig. 10.--Pythagoras Parts Company Decision Tree

Source: Edward A. McCreary, "How to Grow a Decision Tree," Think, March - 
April, 1967, p. 16.

TABLE 5

COMPOSITE VALUE OF INVESTMENT

DEMAND PAYOUT PROB. EXPECTED VALUE

High Sales $4,000,000 .7 $2,800,000

Low Sales -$1,000,000 .3 -$ 300,000

TOTAL COMPOSITE VALUE $2,500,000
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to prune the unlikely choices, the trees "can get so bushy they are 
15hairy." Trimming a tree can be accomplished by eliminating unrealistic 

occurrences and by combining branches wherever practical. 5

l5Ibid., p. 17



Chapter 4

DECISION TREES AND THE COMPUTER

If companies expect to stay ahead of the competition, correct infor

mation must reach management quickly. The computer is a powerful tool 

of the executive because it can do arithmetic operations much faster and 

much more accurately than man can. As decision diagrams grow larger and 

more complex, the computer is needed to evaluate each branch in order to 

arrive quickly at a recommendable solution. A recently developed computer 

model called DECTREE can evaluate decision trees containing up to 100 

branches. This FORTRAN program is an adaption of a program written by 

Roy D. Harris. DECTREE is accessible from the computer terminal located 

in the business administration building. A listing of the program can be 

found in the appendix of this paper.

Sample input and output of the DECTREE program is shown in two examples. 

In the first problem, a furniture company must decide which of two lathes 

it should purchase in order to expand the company's capacity. The second 

example, involves a firm's expansion plans and is more complex because it 

uses the concepts of cash flow and discount rates.

Knotty-Pine Furniture Company

The Knotty-Pine Furniture Company is currently producing at capacity 

and must increase the production of furniture legs to meet the demand for

^Roy D. Harris and Michael J. Maggard, Computer Models for Operations 
Management (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc., 1972), pp. 83-86.
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table and chair sets. By purchasing one additional lathe, Knotty-Pine 

will be able to meet the requirements in the forthcoming year. The 

company could buy a dual-action lathe which is more expensive than a 

regular lathe but would do the same job more economically. The dual - 

action lathe, which costs $3,000, can generate an income of $20,000 if 

the demand for tables and chairs increases, $10,000 income if the demand 

stays the same, and $5,000 income if the demand decreases. If Knotty- 

Pine purchases the regular lathe for $11,000 the income generated will 

be as follows: high demand, $15,000, low demand, $5,000, and unchanging 

demand $8,000. The company estimates that there is a 50 percent chance 

of sales increasing next year, a 30 percent chance that demand will re

main the same, and only a 20 percent chance that demand will decrease. 

Using this information, a decision tree can be constructed as shown in 

figure 11. To determine the value of each branch, the expected value 

for each chance event must be calculated. For the dual-action lathe 

alternative the expected value can be found by summing the expected 

values of the high, medium, and low branches. The value for the high 

demand branch, $10,000, is calculated by multiplying its probability,

.5, by its payoff, $20,000. Similarly, the value of the unchanging 

demand branch is $3000 (.3 X $10,000) and the low demand branch's value 

is $1,000 (.2 X $5,000). Summation of the possible outcomes ($10,000 + 

$3,000 + $1,000) gives $14,000, the value of the chance event for the 

dual action lathe. The monetary value of the regular lathe's chance 

event for high, unchanging, and low demand is $10,900 (.5 X $15,000 +

.3 X $8,000 + .2 X $5,000).

In order to finish the analysis, the cost of the machines has to 

be deducted from the earnings the company will accrue. The dual-action



DEMAND INCOME

Fig. 11.--Knotty-Fine Company Decision Tree
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lathe's cost, $3,000, is deducted from its earnings, $14,000, giving a 

payoff of $11,000 for taking the dual-action branch of the decision tree. 

Likewise, by subtracting the $1,000 cost of the regular lathe from the 

payoff of $10,900, the value of the regular lathe's branch becomes $9,900. 

From the above analysis the best route to follow would be to purchase the 

dual-action lathe because its payoff is $1,100 greater than the payoff of 

a regular lathe.

The same problem can be solved by using the DECTREE program. When 

the program is properly accessed it will ask for input in the following 

manner:

INPUT YOUR DATA AND HIT RETURN KEY 
IF NO MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
?

When this message is typed, the data is put in the following sequence and 

separated by commas: from-node, to-node, probability, payoff, years-to- 

payoff, and interest-rate. Since the payoff will be realized within a year, 

years-to-payoff and the discount-rate are inputted with zeroes„ The complete 

input is shown in figure 12. When it is indicated to the computer that 

there is no more data to enter (see the last line of input where only the 

return key was it), the data is processed.

The first output returned by the DECTREE program is the input data 

in sorted form as displayed in figure 13. This provides a check on the 

accuracy of the information entered into the terminal. The program then 

processes the data and evaluates each fork of the tree as shown in figure 

14. The word "choice" appears under the probabilities for branch 1 - 2 

and branch 1 - 3 because both branches extend from a decision node where 

the manager must choose one of the branches. The computer simplifies the 

decision making process because it recommends a preferred decision which 

is shown as branch 1 - 2 .



INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N 0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
? 01, 02, 0 ,-3000.,  0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY 0NL'Y 
? 02, 04, . 5, 20000. , 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N 0 M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY' 
? 02, 05, . 3, 1 0000. , 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY 
? 02, 06, . 2, 5000., 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY
? oi, 03, 0,-1 000., 0,0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY 
? 03, 07, . 5, 15000., 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF  N0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
? 03, 03, . 3,3000. , 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & H i t  RETURN KEY 
IF N0.M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY 
? 03, 09, . 2, 5000., 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY

FIG. 12— KNOTTY-PINE COMPUTER INPUT

FR0M T0
--S0RTED INPUT 1 

D0LLAR
DATA - - - - - -

INTEREST
NODE NODE PR0B VALUE YEARS RATE

1 2 0. -3000 0 0.
1 3 0. -  1000 0 0.
2 A . 500 20000 0 0.
2 5 . 300 10000 0 0.
2 6 . 200 5000 0 o.
3 7 . 500 15000 0 0.
3 3 . 300 8000 0 o.
3 9 . 200 5000 0 o.

FIG. 13— SORTED INPUT DATA



This fork's value is $11,000, over $1,000 greater than the payoff of 

branch 1-3. This corresponds to the previous hand computation.

--------------------- EVALUATED DEC I SI ON
FR0M T0 D0LLAR
M0DE M0DE PR0B VALUE

1 2 CH 01CE 11000
1 3 CHOICE 99 00
2 4 •500 10000
2 5 .300 3000

6 .200 1000
3 7 .500 7500
3 8 .300 2400
3 9 .200 1000

TREE----------------- ------
INTEREST 

YEARS RATE
0 0.
0 0.
0 0.
0 0.
0 0.
0 0. ,
0 0.
0 0.

PREFERRED DECISIONS ARE 
FR0M T0 EXP. VALUE 

1 2 11000 
STOP

FIG. 14.— EVALUATED DECISION TREE FOR KNOTTY-PINE

Considering the effort involved in activating the system and input

ting the data, it would have been easier to solve this problem by using 

an adding machine. However,-most decisions facing the manager are much 

more complex than this example and the calculations for the branches can 

be difficult as the next example shows.
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The Manufacturing Firm

In this problem a company must decide whether to build a large plant, 

or a smaller facility with an option to convert to a larger plant after 

three years. The problem is as follows:

A firm has produced a new product which was unusually successful, 
and in order to meet the unexpectedly high demand it will be necessary 
to add additional production facilities. The troubling question is 
whether the high demand will continue, increase or decrease. Plan A pro
vides a permanent capacity increase and will be more profitable if the 
demand continues to increase. Plan B is a stopgap measure which can be 
converted to permanent capacity by a supplementary investment, B 1, after 
three years, when the demand pattern is better known. For a steady or 
lower demand, plan B is more profitable than plan A. The estimated 
future outcomes for an 8-year study period are indicated: Initial cost 
estimates are:

Plan A $100,000 First Last Probabil
Plan B $ 70,000 3 Yr. 5 Yr.
Plan B 1 $ 45,000 High High 0.40

High Low 0.20
Low High 0.30
Low Low 0.10

The supplementary investment in plan B, B ', will take place after the 
demand is known for the first three years.
Annual income estimates are as follows:
Plan A with a high demand will yield a cash flow of $40,000 per year.
Plan A with a low demand will yield $5,000 per year.
Plan B with a high demand will yield $30,000 per year in the first 3 
years and $20,000 annually in the last 5 years.
Plan B combined with B 1 will yield $40,000 per year with high demand.
Plan B combined with B 1 will yield $10,000 per year with low demand.
Plan B with a low demand will yield $30,000 per year.
With interest at an annual rate of 8%, determine which plan or combina
tion of plans appears most attractive.*'

The complete "picture" of the problem in tree diagram form is shown

in figure 15. From this display, it can be seen that the Plan B decision

has been broken into two parts. An initial stopgap investment is made at

the start at branch 1-3. Later, if demand increases, a second decision

can make the temporary measure a permanent addition to the plant (branch

James L. Riggs, Economic Decision Models For Engineers and Managers 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968), p. 331.
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NOTE:

Fig. 15.— A Manufacturing Firm's Decision Tree
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3-8) or they can make no further investment (branch 3-19).

This problem introduces two new concepts: the years-to-payoff and 

the discount rate. The number of years is the length of time of the cash 

flows and the discount rate is a result of the time value of money (money 

received today is worth more than money received in the future). For in

stance, branch 3-8 is inputted with a three year time span and an eight 

percent discount rate.

Examination of two of the branches of the diagram discloses that 

there is an extra node number. In branch 2-5-10 and branch 2-6-11 the 

middle node seems extraneous. However, since the cash flow is not uni

form over the entire time period, the two branches must be broken into 

segments corresponding to the correct time period and correct cash flow. 

Branch 2-5 has a .2 probability of occurring and has a cash flow of 

$40,000 for three years but since this branch covers an 8-year time period, 

an additional five years must be represented. This 5-year period is cov

ered by branch 5-10, during which time the cash flow decreases to $5,000 

a year. Since branch 5-10 must occur if branch 2-5 is selected, the 

probability of branch 5-10 is 1.0.

Inputting branch 2-5-10 into the DECTREE program is done as follows:

02.05.. 2.40000..03..08
05.10.1.0. 5000..05..08

The remaining inputs are also formulated from the decision tree diagram 

and are shown in figure 16.

The output returned from the computer is the sorted input (figure 17) 

and the evaluated decision tree (figure 18). The preferred decisions are 

to pursue branch 1-3 and branch 8-14 indicating that the company should 

make an addition to the present plant (Plan B) and make no further expan

sion in the next five years.



INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF  M0 M0RE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
7 Oi, 02, 0,- 100000., 0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA S HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
? 02, 09, . 4, 40000. , 08, . 08

INPUT YOUR DATA 
IF NO MORE DATA 
7 02, 05, . 2, 40000. , 03, . 03

<5 HIT RETURN KEY 
HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY

INPUT YOUR DATA 
IF NO MORE DATA 
7 05, 10, I. 0, 5000., 05, . 08

a HIT RETURN KEY 
HIT RETURN KEY ONLY

INPUT YOUR 
IF N0 M0RE 
? 02, 06, .3

DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 

, 5000. , 03, . 03

INPUT YOUR DATA S HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
7 06, 11, 1 .0 ,40000.,  05,.  03

INPUT^YOUR DATA 
IF  NO'"MORE DATA 
7 02, 12,. 1, 5000.

£ HIT RETURN KEY 
HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
,, 03, . 03

INPUT YOUR DATA 5 HIT RETURN KEY 
IF NO MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
? 01, 03, 0 , -70000 . ,  0, 0

INPUT Y0UR DATA 
IF NO MORE DATA 
7 03, 08, . 6, 30000. , 03# . 03

£ HIT RETURN KEY 
HIT RETURN KEY ONLY

INPUT YOUR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF N0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
7 03, 13, 0,-45000. , 0,0

INPUT YOUR DATA 
IF NO MORE DATA

13, 15,. 67,40000. , 05, • 08

£ h i t  return key
HIT RETURN KEY 0NLY

INPUT Y0UR DATA 
IF N0 MORE DATA 
7 13, 16, . 33, 10000., 05,.

£ HIT RETURN KEY 
HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 

OS

INPUT Y0UR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY 
IF  N0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 
? 03, 14, 0, 0, 0, 0

INPUT YOUR DATA 
IF N0 MORE DATA 
7 14, 17, . 67,20000.,  05

£ HIT RETURN KEY - 
HIT RETURN KEY ONLY 

03

FIG. 16.— MANUFACTURING FIRM'S INPUT



S0RTED INPUT DATA-
FR0M T0 DOLLAR INTEREST
N0DE N0DE PR0B VALUE YEARS RATE

1 2 0. -  100000 0 0.
1 3 0. -70000 0 0.
2 5 . 200 40000 3 . 08 0
2 6 . 300 5000 3 . 03 0
2 9 .400 . 40000 ' 3 . 03 0
2 12 . 100 5000 3 . 03 0
3 8 . 600 30000 3 . 08 0
3 19 . 400 30000 3 . 03 0
5 10 1.000 5000 5 . 03 0
6 1 1 1.000 40000 5 . 03 0
8 13 0. -45000 0 0.
8 14 o. 0 0 0.

13 15 .67 0 40000 5 . 03 0
13 16 . 330 10000 5 . 03 0
14 17 .67 0 20000 5 . 03 0
14 18 . 330 30000 5 . 03 0

FIG. 17.— SORTED COMPUTER INPUT

FR0M
N0DE
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
5
6 
8 
3

13
13
14 
14

EVALUATED DECISION TREE-
T0 DOLLAR INTEREST
NODE PR0B v VALUE ■ YEARS RATE

2 CH 01 CE 60506 0 0.
3 CHOICE 89658 0 0.
5 . 200 23736 3 . 08 0
6 . 300 41900 3 . 03 0
9 .400 9 1946 3 . 08 0

12 . 100 287 3 3 . 03 0
3 . 600 90693 3 « 03 0

19 . 400 68960 8 . 03 0
10 , 1.000 19964 5 . 03 0
1 1 1.000 159708 5 . 03 0
13 CHOICE 7513 1 0 0.
14 CHOICE 93030 0 o.
15 . 67 0 107 005 5 . 03 0
16 . 330 13176 5 .03 0
17 . 670 53502 5 . 08 0
18 .330 39523 5 . 08 0

PREFERRED DECISI0MS ARE 
FR0M T0 EXP. VALUE 

1 ' 3 89653
3 14 93030

ST0P

FIG. 18.— EVALUATED DECISION TREE
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In large and complex trees, DECTREE can save time in calculating the 

value of the branches and in the selection of the preferred decisions. 

This problem, which would have taken many man hours to solve, was evalu

ated in only thirty seconds by using a computer.



CONCLUSION

The decision tree has begun to come into its own. More and more 

companies are beginning to use the decision tree to evaluate alternatives, 

risks, and gains. Harvard University's School of Business Administration 

now requires each MBA student to complete two full time courses on decision 

tree analysis. Many management consultants are holding seminars with top 

management of major corporations in order to explain the decision tree 

and its application to the business world.

However, even the most zealous advocates of decision tree analysis 

suggest that the diagram should be applied with caution. Since decision 

trees cannot define the problem nor generate alternatives, it is important 

that a thorough analysis of the problem be made before a decision tree is 

drawn. Management may see a problem of high production costs and start a 

cost reduction campaign, when in essence the real problem may be one of 

poor product planning. If management had used the tree diagram to attempt 

to reduce costs, rather than applying it to the real problem, the results 

can be less than favorable.

The alternative yielding the highest payoff is usually selected, but 

basing the decision on only monetary rewards has its disadvantages. As 

Peter Drucker has said, "What matters most is neither the expected gain 

nor the anticipated risk, but the ratio between them."18 Thus, if the 

payoff is high but the odds of its occurrence are low, the alternatives

"I O
Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management (New York: Harper & 

Row, Publishers, 1954), p.362.
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may not be as attractive as a branch where the payoff is less but its 

occurrence is higher. So the monetary reward must be considered in light 

of the likelihood of occurrence.

Once the advantages and limitations are understood, the decision tree 

can be a powerful tool in the decision-making process. By breaking down 

investment alternatives into manageable parts and analyzing them individ

ually, decision tree analysis can lead to improved decision-making. But 

it must be remembered that decision trees are only a tool of the manager, 

not a substitute for him.



APPENDIX

DECTREE PROGRAM LISTING
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CO 100 Pvii.i-.mA- I ’SGTREEC INPUT, 0UTPUT)
■•Clio CSMV10N i f  n.C 100) ,MTSC 100) ,
001 1 1 C0MM0N P G3' 1 0 0 ) ,VALC 100)
oo 120 z m ' A m  y i .'a r < i o o , pate c  io g j , sumc iq o >
00121 "I NT EXE" N FR# ;-i T 3
00650 DO 2 1*1# 100 >
00660 2 SUMCI > = p. 0
00661 PRINT 99.
00662 20 •F0R>;AT(*30 Y0U .12 ED 1 J STRUCT I SM S TO HUT THE DECTREE PROGRAM?* 
00663+/#*TYPE IN 1 FOR YES 0R 2 FOR N3*>
00664 READ 400#JK
00665 400 FORMAT Cl 1>
00666 GO TO CO 1,3 2 ) ,  JX 
0 06 67 3 1 C AL L I A 5 TRUG 
0067 1 8 2 CALL ADDC I )
00730 11=1-1
007 40 D0 7 I= i ,M  __
007 50 I ,
007 66 D0 7 J »  1# -I 
007 7 0 IF  C :i F :< J > - .-IF PC J+ 'l) > 7, 5# 6 
0073 0 S I F ( MT0C J .)-MT0C J + 1 > > 7, 39 , 6 
0079 0 6 M C=Mr R< J>
00300 MY-:!TOC J )
003 10 TP-Pn.SECJ)
00320 TV=VALC J )
00330 TY=YE.AR< J )
00340 ?R= RATEC J )
003 50 NFRC-J )-AFPA J + 2)
00360 MT0C4) = i'iTOC J+ i )
0037 0 PR33C J ) = PROBC J+ 1)
0 0330 V ALCJ) = VALC J+ 1)
00*390 YEARC J ) ~YEARC J+ i )
0 09 0 0 RAT EC J > * RAT EC J+ l>
009 1 0 MFHC -J+ 1 ) - wT . f
009 20 MT0C J + 1>:=.JY
009 3 0 PR0BC J+ 1 ) - TP
009 40 VALC-.J + 1 )”  :V
o 09 5 o Y EAR C J + 1) “ TY
00960 RATEC J+ 1 )-TR  -
00970 7 CDMTLNu J'.
0096 0 PAINT 44 
00990 .PRINT 4 5 
01000 PRINT 46 
01010 DO 3 1= l#:-j ,
01020 3 .-‘’PINT 47,NFRC I >, ITT SC 1 ) ,  PR 32 C I ) , VALC I ) , 
0 I 030 D3 10 I - 2 # j 
0 104 0 IF  C Y EAR < I > - 1 .0 ) 1 0# 10,9 
01050 9 PV~ < 1 + -:AT.EC 1 ) ) * *  6 PARC I )

(

YEAP.C I > , RATEC I )

i
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0157 0 IF C J- o): i, H  , 30
0 1 53 C 30 I F C IF :T*N TOC J ) ) 29,
0 1 59 0 31 SUN C J)~SlM<d) + 5T.E1F
0 1600 32 CON T t N UE 1
01510 33 CON TINUE
01620
01630
01640
016 50 
01 560 
01670 
01630 
01690
017 00 
017 10 
0 27 20 
017 30 
01740 
017 50 
01760 
0 17 7 0 
01730 
C 179 0 
013 00 
013 10 
013 20 
013 30 
01340 
013 50 
01360
01370
0 133 0 
01390 
019 00 
019 10 
01920 
0 1930

PRINT 43 
PRINT 45 
PRINT 46

o  X 1, :■!
( PE0BC I >-0. 0) 34,
PRINT 49

$4 , 35
UPFK I >,.NT0C I >, 5UM( I ), YEARC I ), RAT EC I )

: J EEC I ) ,NT0( I ) , ?R08< I ) J SUM Cl), YEAEC I ) , RATEC I )

i v
34
G 0 TO 35
3 5 PRINT 47.
36 CONTINUE 
PRINT 50 
PRINT 51,
J= 1
DO 33 J»1,.J
IF ( PR013( J ) - ( - 9 9. 0) ) 33, 37, 33
37 PRINT 52, N PRC J ) , M T0t J ) , SUN ( J )
33 CONTINUE
30 TO 40 ,
39 PR IN T 5 3 , N F R < J ) , N T 2 < J)
PRINT 54 ,
40 CONTINUE
44 FGPNATC///*------------ ---- SORTED INPUT DATA------- -
4 5 F0RMATC-* FR5JM T0 DOLLAR- I NT

F GREATC * NODE N3DE PRB3 VALUE YEARS RAT 
2 3 6 iAi 1 J. {.j * c.j 5 l, 1 2, 4.x, 5• 3, f > 0, 4.-C, p 3* 0, 4 l*, F5» 3)
FYRLRT( ///"!•------------- fivALU- W E D  DECI 51 ON TREE-----
Ff.-- - i. i111 v 1 --> - i, t ., I o -KCH 01 CL*, F9 ♦ 0, 4X, F3 • 0, 4T, F5•

50' FDR:! AT< //*PREFERRED DECISIONS ARE* )
'o.T-iAi C •>'FEON 'V15 iE-lPe VALUE*)

45
47
43
49

*)
’*)
*)

• )
3>

:1
52 FOFLATC IX, 12, i
53
54
5 TOP

J* '  ■i \ j I 2, 3/C, F 10. 0)
F0PC-1 A7< ///■■- ERROR IN BRAN CN ' FP.0N ' *, I 2, * T@ *, I 2) 
r C RH AT </* CHECK NODE N UMBERS AND PROBABILITY*)

C 1940 3. J D
C 2000 SUB'IQu t i :
(2010 CONN 0,J J
C 2020 U 0. . j ,N 7
i' 2 02 1 I NT EG
C 2 0 3 0 30 3 1= 2.
C 2040 PRINT 1
C £050 .2 FG NAT
205 1 + /, * I F N 0
2060 ! i EAD, NF

C 2 061 I FCNF RC I
C 1052 3 CClTINi
C 2063 4 CON TIN:

UE ADDCI)
FRC 1 00) , NTO< 100), pause 100), VAL< 100)
E 106), RATEC 100), SUNC 100)
N i i.'I T ;<
, 100

( /* IN PUT YOU * DATA -4 NIT RETURN KEY*
N ■:):'E DATA NIT RETURN KEY ONLY*)
; N I ) , . J T0< I ) , PR03C I ) , VAL ( I ) , YBARC 1 ) , RAT EC I ) 
) - 1) 4, j, 3

507 0 SETUP
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02)30 E'JD
02)90 SUJTTOUTLJ I 1 J 7,T.1UC 
02100 PRINT so
02110 56 FOGM.u? 
02120+/, *LIM£ G 
02130+/, iiFFv&l J
O214O+//*03SERV 
021 50+/*FR3M M-3 
02 1 50+/*E;CAM PL£ 
0217 0+ // TO MOD 
02130+ /* E CAM PL E 
02190+//+ PRODA3 
(.22 00+/* DECIMAL 
C22 1 0+//* DOLLAR 
02220+/*DECiMAL 
02 2 30+/* EXAMPLE 
02240+//*YEARS-- 
02250+/ * £X A 1 PL E

■ ̂  "  A- V ^ S V L U E BECtS I«  m s s  »  A SEPARATE*

iui\ .;0J l ,kiULj’ ■ ;)-5s a j i l i t y , d o l l a r  v a l u e , y e a r s , in t e r e s t *
if „T 1 1* 0LL '*<[ $ M 3 PC ;L ES F0 R . EACH . I T ZM i *
jE--  r-/3 mum e r i c  c h a r a c t e r s .; :n 0 d e c im a l  p o i n t *
: 01, 06, 43*

e- - F . '■) M M  E'r:; C C.M'ARACTERSJ N 0 DECIMAL P3IMT*
G; OR, 07, 49*
'.LI TY UP TO SIX NUMERIC CHARACTERS,* Hi PUT WITH A* 
f Q 1 iJ T; EXamFL ES: . 37 5, . 9 0, . S'33 3*
vA„uE UP TO SIX NUMERIC CHARACTERS; IN PUT WITH A* 
POINT, BUT USE MS CON IAS AID MB DOLLAR SI CMS*

)i 1 0000. , 150. , 657 5. *
' : 3 MUM ERIC CHARACTERS; M0 DECIMAL POIMT*
: 04, 00, 15 0

>2260 PRINT 67 
s225 1' 67 F0RM AT( /* DI SCOU: j T RATE-- UP SIX NUMERIC CHARACTERS;

02270+/*:? I T,H A DECIMAL POIMT; EXAMPLES: . 03 5, . 075, . 09*
0223 0+///*IMPUT YGUR DATA VXFM THE F0LL0WIMG MESSAGE APPEARS: * 
0229 0+/* INPUT 'YOUR DATA fe HIT RETURN CEY*
02300+/*I F M0 .-1 ORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY ONLY* 
02310+/*7*

INPUT*

02320+//*!-! ERE IS A HIM!-EXAMPLE*
02330+/*INPUT YOUR DATA & HIT RETURN KEY* ’
02340+/*!F N 0 MORE DATA HIT RETURN KEY DULY*
02350+/*? 0 1, 02, . 65, 5000. , Of:, . 04 C DATA FROM MODE I T0 H0DE 23* 
02360+//*INPUT YOUR DATA ■% HIT RETURN KEY*
0237 0+/*I F N 0 MORE DATA. Ill PETIT. M KEY 0.MLY*
023d 0+/* ? 01, 03* 35, 5 000. , 0, 0 C DATA FR0M MODE 1 T3 MODE 33* 
02390+//* 10.J ME ARE READY TO BEGIN*)
02400 RETURN 
02410 END
READY.
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